WHAT BEGAN OVER A CENTURY AGO as a simple furniture polish laboratory in the garage of founder Frank Meguiar Jr., has spanned four generations of the Meguiar family. In his wildest dreams, it’s doubtful that Frank Meguiar, Jr., could have foreseen what his first bottle of furniture polish in 1901 would evolve into over the next 100+ years.

Meguiar’s®, Inc. has become the global leader in appearance care and is proud to offer our next generation of products, tools and accessories to serious car enthusiasts. We strive to set an entirely new standard for quality and performance in the industry.

From his first bottle of furniture polish, Frank Meguiar, Jr. built his business on excellent products and an understanding of his consumer’s needs. Today, Meguiar’s enduring and strong relationship with serious car enthusiasts worldwide has created a level of trust and respect for the brand that transcends our products and embodies the lifestyle of the car hobby. To this day, Meguiar’s is committed to delivering products and building relationships that excite and unite car enthusiasts and professionals worldwide.
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*MT103 featured on pages 21 and 36*
Meguiar’s® Detailing Cart is a three-level rolling cart designed to put all your detailing supplies within easy reach. Work more efficiently by rolling your supplies with you as you move around a vehicle. When you’re not using the cart, it can store your tools and supplies – so the next time you want to detail, you’re ready to roll!

**MGCART**

- This durable cart features engineered thermoplastic resin shelves with an aluminum-reinforced top shelf
- Cart will not mar automotive paint surfaces
- The 4-inch full-swivel ball-bearing rubber casters roll silently as you work, while tandem caster brakes prevent roll-away
- The 36-1/2” high cart has three 24” x 18” x 2-3/4” tube shelves with 12” between each shelf
- Top shelf can accommodate up to 24 32 oz. bottles and aerosol cans
- Middle and Bottom shelf can store up to 9 gallons of products on each
- Great storage for pads, tools and brushes

*Bottle organizer not included.*
When running a professional detailing business, anywhere that you can save time and money impacts the bottom line. Meguiar’s® Professional Metering Systems are a great option to consider since they quickly and accurately dial in the proper dilution ratio to mix your professional products. Over time, this will help eliminate waste while saving time and effort.

3 MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM

The Meguiar’s Professional Metering System measures accurate dilutions to minimize waste and reduce labor cost by eliminating manual mixing. Three different models are available and all feature tough stainless-steel cases and include tubes, metering tips, and color-coded labeling kit.

DMS6000 PROFESSIONAL METERING SYSTEM

- 3-button selector dial dispenses up to 6 different concentrates
- Fast fill, 4 GPM fill for car wash products
- Locking buttons for autofill of large containers

DMS1HIGH

- Single button, Fast fill, 4 GPM fill for car wash product
- Locking button for autofill of large containers

DMS1LOW

- 1 GPM fill for secondary containers
- Capable of metering high viscosity and low ratio products

ACCURATE DILUTIONS

The DMS can be set up at the recommended dilutions to ensure that each time you push the button the correct mix is delivered.

MINIMIZE WASTE

Fill directly to the secondary bottle no need to free pour or spill.

SAVE MONEY

No need to pre-mix for the day or week, the DMS is ready when you are. When you need product just push the button.

METER SET UP

Everything in one place. All you need is a water source that meets minimum pressure (see instruction manual). No power needed!

*This is an example set up, only. DMS units and Meguiar’s products are sold separately. Wire rack not included.
Meguiar’s has been crafting premium formulas to perfect and protect the various surfaces in and around automobiles for 120 years. In that time, we have been building upon the knowledge, experience, and refinement that can only come with time and maturity. We are constantly seeking out creative solutions and ways to further innovate with the ultimate goal of delivering sophisticated, cutting-edge products that perform better, make peoples’ lives easier, and make their cars look amazing.
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**WASHES**

Meguiar's® Detailer Hyper-Wash
- Rich stable foam provides excellent performance
- Great for foam cannons
- Hyper concentrated
- Ideal for use in mixing/metering systems

**METHOD:** Wash & Rinse
**DILUTION:** 400:1
**SIZES:** 5 gallon, 1 gallon
**SKUS:** D11005, D11001

Meguiar's® Detailer Shampoo Plus
- Conditioning agents boost gloss
- Rich, lubricating formula reduces scratching
- Pleasant fragrance

**METHOD:** Wash & Rinse
**DILUTION:** 128:1
**SIZES:** 5 gallon, 1 gallon
**SKUS:** D11010, D11011

Meguiar's® Detailer Super Soap
- Rich lubricating suds provide fast effective cleaning
- Foam rinses quickly for increased productivity
- Ideal for use in mixing/metering systems

**METHOD:** Wash & Rinse
**DILUTION:** 128:1
**SIZE:** 5 gallon
**SKUS:** D11205

Meguiar's® Detailer Citrus Blast Wash & Wax
- Premium high-gloss carnauba wax finish
- Quick rinse formula saves time & water
- Powerful high lubricity cleaners & Citrus Blast Scent

**METHOD:** Wash & Rinse
**DILUTION:** 128:1
**SIZES:** 5 gallon, 1 gallon
**SKUS:** D11305, D11301

Meguiar's® Detailer Rinse Free Wash & Wax
- Wash & wax all exterior vehicle surfaces without rinsing
- High gloss, water beading durability
- Non-scratch, non-streak formula
- Quick and easy wipe off

**METHOD:** Wash & Rinse
**DILUTION:** 4:1, up to 20:1
**SIZE:** 1 Gallon
**SKUS:** D11501

Meguiar's® Ultimate Snow Foam
- Designed for foam cannon
- Relentless thick foaming action
- Powerful, yet gentle enough for all surfaces
- Excellent on waxed or coated vehicles
- Hyper lubricity formula

**METHOD:** Wash & Rinse
**DILUTION:** 5:1
**SIZE:** 32 oz.
**SKUS:** G191532

G1915 Ultimate Snow Foam
- Wash & wax, then leave on vehicle for 1-3 hours
- Clean & strip away dirt and mild road dirt
- Designed with the latest water-based technology

**METHOD:** Wash & Rinse
**DILUTION:** 1:1
**SIZE:** 1 gallon
**SKUS:** G191510, G191501
D140 Wheel Brightener
Effective on clear coated, factory painted, & chrome wheels
Easily removes brake dust
Concentrated formula
Not for use on polished aluminum

METHOD: Spray & Rinse
DILUTION: Up to 4:1

SIZES: 55 gallon, 5 gallon, 1 gallon, Secondary Bottle
SKUS: D14055, D14005, D14001, D20140

BODY SHOP SAFE

D1801 Wheel & Paint Iron DECON
Rapid color-changing iron remover for wheels and paint
pH balanced, safe on all wheels & painted brake components
Cling to wheels to remove road grime, grease, & iron

METHOD: Spray & Rinse
DILUTION: RTU

SIZES: 5 gallon, 1 gallon, Secondary Bottle
SKUS: D180105, D180101, D201801

BODY SHOP SAFE

D143 Non-Acid Wheel & Tire Cleaner
Effective and easy cleaning of wheels and tires
Quickly removes brake dust, road grime, light grease, and dirt
Spray on, lightly agitate, hose off

METHOD: Spray & Rinse
DILUTION: RTU Up to 2:1

SIZES: 5 gallon, 1 gallon, Secondary Bottle, RTU Bottle
SKUS: D14305, D14301, D20143, DRTU143

BODY SHOP SAFE
CLEANERS & DEGREASERS

Meguiar’s® Detailer Wheel & Paint Iron DECON
Meguiar’s® Detailer Iron Removing Spray “Clay” – RTU
Meguiar’s® Detailer All Purpose Cleaner
Meguiar’s® Detailer Citrus Power Cleaner Plus

Meguiar’s® Detailer Super Degreaser
Meguiar’s® Detailer Glass Cleaner Concentrate
Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Heavy Duty Vinyl & Rubber Cleaner

D1801 Wheel & Paint Iron DECON
Rapid color changing iron remover for wheels and paint
pH balanced, safe on all wheels and painted brake components
Cling to wheels to remove road grime, grease, & iron
Ideal for use in mixing/metering systems

METHOD: Spray & Rinse
DILUTION: RTU

SIZES: 5 gallon, 1 gallon, 5 gallon, 1 gallon, Secondary Bottle
SKUS: D180105, D180101, D201801

D101 All Purpose Cleaner
Ideal for cleaning all interior surfaces
Active foaming action lifts dirt
Fabric softeners enhance luxurious results
Ideal for use in mixing/metering systems

METHOD: Spray & Rinse
DILUTION: 4:1 Heavy, 10:1 Light

SIZES: 5 gallon, 1 gallon, 5 gallon, 1 gallon, Secondary Bottle
SKUS: D10105, D10101, D20101, D20101

D108 Super Degreaser
Strong & fast acting for the toughest jobs
Residue-free performance
Pleasant fragrance
Exterior use

METHOD: Spray & Rinse
DILUTION: 4:1 Heavy, 10:1 Light

SIZES: 5 gallon, 1 gallon, 5 gallon, 1 gallon, Secondary Bottle
SKUS: D10805, D10801, D20108

D120 Glass Cleaner Concentrate
Formulated specifically for professional automotive use
Consistent streak free results
Non-ammonia/window tint safe

METHOD: Spray & Wipe
DILUTION: 10:1

SIZES: 5 gallon, 1 gallon, 1 gallon, 5 gallon, Secondary Bottle
SKUS: D12005, D12001, D20120

D107 Citrus Power Cleaner Plus
Low foaming, solvent free, concentrated APC for interior detailing
Extractor, air tool, and hand use friendly
Safe on upholstery, leather, plastics, & more
Excellent exterior bug remover @ 20:1

METHOD: Spray & Rinse
DILUTION: RTU, 4:1 Heavy, 10:1 Light, 20:1 Bug

SIZES: 5 gallon, 1 gallon, 1 gallon, 5 gallon, Secondary Bottle
SKUS: D10705, D10701, D20107, DRTU10732

D1201 Wheel & Paint Iron DECON
Rapid color changing iron remover for wheels and paint
pH balanced, safe on all wheels and painted brake components
Cling to wheels to remove road grime, grease, & iron
Ideal for use in mixing/metering systems

METHOD: Spray & Rinse
DILUTION: RTU

SIZES: 32 oz.
SKUS: DRTU200232

M39 Heavy Duty Vinyl & Rubber Cleaner
A tough cleaner to remove heavy dirt and grime
Great for cleaning and prepping all vinyl, plastic, rubber, and urethane surfaces
Apply to vinyl tops, bumpers, plastic door panels, car and boat interiors, luggage and furniture
Cleans compound and polish residue from plastic moldings

METHOD: Spray & Wipe
DILUTION: RTU

SIZE: 16 oz.
SKUS: M3916
Iron particles from brakes and rail dust can land on paint and damage it over time if not addressed in a timely fashion. Using a clay bar system isn’t always effective at removing such contaminants. Iron removers are the perfect and non-abrasive way to quickly and easily break down ferrous metal particles that are often embedded in the paint and prepare the surface for compounding, polishing, and protecting.

MEGUIAR’S® DETAILER WHEEL & PAINT IRON DECON
D1801 Wheel & Paint Iron Decon is a unique, professional formula that safely and effectively removes embedded iron particles from body panels, wheels, and painted brake components. This ready-to-use formula is pH balanced, making it safe and highly effective. D1801 is the perfect solution for pro-strength iron removal.

MEGUIAR’S® DETAILER IRON REMOVING SPRAY “CLAY” – RTU
DRTU2002 Iron Removing Spray “Clay” quickly removes iron-based contaminants & industrial fallout, while also dissolving below surface contaminants such as rail dust & iron oxides. This decontamination helps prepare the surface for faster paint correction & better results!

PRO TIPS
- Use Iron Decon prior to washing, spraying on a cool dry surface will enhance product performance.
- Can be used as a clay lube, safe to use with C2000 or C2100 clay bars or Meguiar’s® Synthetic Clay Pad.
- For large jobs, Iron Decon works great in your favorite pump sprayer.
- Can be diluted if necessary.
- pH Balanced, this is not an acid or a degreaser.
### Meguiar's® Detailer Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner
Finds odors where they are and eliminates them permanently!
Aerosol mist moves through the ventilation system and interior and leaves behind a pleasant fragrance

| Sizes: 2 oz. | New Car Scent: G16402 | Black Chrome Scent: G181302 | Fiji Sunset Scent: G201502 |

### Meguiar's® Detailer Quik Interior Detailer
Contains UV protection to preserve original appearance
Safely cleans all interior surfaces, including navigation screens
Non greasy, natural appearance
Pleasant fragrance

| Sizes: 1 gallon, Secondary Bottle | Method: Spray & Wipe | Dilution: RTU |
| SKUs: D14901, D20149 |

### Meguiar's® Detailer Pro Fiber Rinse & Tannin Stain Remover
Fast tannin stain remover (Coffee, tea, wine...)
Carpet & cloth seat pH neutralizer
Mix 20:1 to minimize re-soiling

| Sizes: 1 gallon, Secondary Label | Method: Spray & Wipe | Dilution: RTU, 10:1, 20:1 |
| SKUs: D10601, VSLD106 |

### Meguiar's® Detailer Leather Cleaner & Conditioner
Thick, rich lotion
Leaves a non-oily, natural, soft, supple finish
Pleasant fragrance
Simple 1-step product to clean & condition

| Sizes: 1 Gallon, Secondary Bottle | Method: Apply & Wipe | Dilution: RTU |
| SKUs: D18001, D20180 |

### Meguiar's® Whole Car Air Re-Freshers
Instantly removes even the toughest odors - smoke, pet accidents & more
Leaves behind a pleasant New Car scent
Won't leave behind any residue or film
Great as a follow-up after deep cleaning with Meguiar's® Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner

| SKUs: G180724 |

### Meguiar’s® Whole Car Air Re-Freshers
Finds odors where they are and eliminates them permanently!
Aerosol mist moves through the ventilation system and interior and leaves behind a pleasant fragrance

| Sizes: 2 oz. | New Car Scent: G16402 | Black Chrome Scent: G181302 | Fiji Sunset Scent: G201502 |

### D10219 Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner
Removes tough stains quickly
Easy upside-down spray application of foam for high-speed cleaning
Dries fast without residue

| SKUs: D10219 |

### D106 Pro Fiber Rinse
Fast tannin stain remover (Coffee, tea, wine...)
Carpet & cloth seat pH neutralizer
Mix 20:1 to minimize re-soiling

| Sizes: 1 gallon, Secondary Label | Method: Spray & Wipe | Dilution: RTU, 10:1, 20:1 |
| SKUs: D10601, VSLD106 |

### D149 Quik Interior Detailer
Contains UV protection to preserve original appearance
Safely cleans all interior surfaces, including navigation screens
Non greasy, natural appearance
Pleasant fragrance

| Sizes: 1 gallon, Secondary Bottle | Method: Spray & Wipe | Dilution: RTU |
| SKUs: D14901, D20149 |

### D181 Leather Cleaner
Removes tough stains
Easy upside-down spray application of foam for high-speed cleaning
Dries fast without residue

| SKUs: D18101, D20181 |

### D116 Pro Protein Stain Remover
Fast protein based stain remover (Milk, food, organic matter)
Effective on microfiber interiors
Concentrated formula
Contains no added fragrance

| Sizes: 1 gallon, Secondary Label | Method: Spray & Wipe | Dilution: RTU, 5:1 |
| SKUs: D11601, VSLD116 |

### D180 Leather Cleaner & Conditioner
Thick, rich lotion
Leaves a non-oily, natural, soft, supple finish
Pleasant fragrance
Simple 1-step product to clean & condition

| Sizes: 1 Gallon, Secondary Bottle | Method: Apply & Wipe | Dilution: RTU |
| SKUs: D18001, D20180 |

### D180724 Carpet & Cloth Re-Fresher
Instantly removes even the toughest odors - smoke, pet accidents & more
Leaves behind a pleasant New Car scent
Won't leave behind any residue or film
Great as a follow-up after deep cleaning with Meguiar's® Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner

| SKUs: G180724 |

### D116 Pro Protein Stain Remover
Fast protein based stain remover (Milk, food, organic matter)
Effective on microfiber interiors
Concentrated formula
Contains no added fragrance

| Sizes: 1 gallon, Secondary Label | Method: Spray & Wipe | Dilution: RTU, 5:1 |
| SKUs: D11601, VSLD116 |

### D181 Leather Cleaner
Removes tough stains
Easy upside-down spray application of foam for high-speed cleaning
Dries fast without residue

| SKUs: D18101, D20181 |

### G180724 Carpet & Cloth Re-Fresher
Instantly removes even the toughest odors - smoke, pet accidents & more
Leaves behind a pleasant New Car scent
Won't leave behind any residue or film
Great as a follow-up after deep cleaning with Meguiar's® Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner

| SKUs: G180724 |
PROFESSIONAL
STAIN REMOVAL
When cleaning carpet and upholstery, different stains can require different approaches and methods to ensure that you properly remove the staining and help keep it from returning. This is why Meguiar’s developed the Professional Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning Process that implements D106 & D116.

MEGUIAR’S® DETAILER PRO FIBER RINSE & TANNIN STAIN REMOVER
D106 Pro Fiber Rinse & Tannin Stain Remover is specially formulated to quickly remove tannin stains and pH neutralizes carpet and seats after using Meguiar’s All Purpose Cleaners. D106 Pro Fiber Rinse & Tannin Stain Remover will minimize re-soiling of fibers too!

MEGUIAR’S® DETAILER PRO PROTEIN STAIN REMOVER
D116 Pro Protein Stain Remover is a pre-spot removal formula to quickly and effectively remove protein stains off carpet and upholstery fibers. It will also dissolve urine stains and neutralize urine odors.

PRO TIPS
- Pre-Spot with D106 RTU prior to other high PH cleaners or if you are unsure of what the stain is.
- For added cleaning and odor elimination on protein-based stains, mix 20oz water with 6oz of D116 and 6oz of D106.
- Only mix what is needed for the day, D116 is the strongest for 24 hours after mixing.
- Final Step: mist and back brush your carpet & upholstery with D106 at 20:1 to neutralize the fibers and prevent restaining.
- Can be used in the rinse tank of your extractor.
- Always use gloves.
Automotive leather is exposed to various elements over time, including the sun’s UV rays, extreme temperatures, dirt, dust, grime, and oils from our skin. These things start to impact the leather making it age and making it more difficult to clean. To keep leather looking and feeling its best, it is essential to consistently clean and maintain as this will help preserve it for now and years to come.

**MEGUIAR’S® DETAILER LEATHER CLEANER & CONDITIONER**

D180 Leather Cleaner & Conditioner is formulated to enhance the appearance of interior leather and vinyl surfaces. Specialized cleaning and conditioning agents are designed to safely clean and restore leather’s original look and suppleness.

**MEGUIAR’S® DETAILER LEATHER CLEANER**

D181 Detailer Leather Cleaner, is a fast-acting cleaner for all leather interiors that is less aggressive than an all purpose cleaner. It is non-staining, colorless, removes tough stains and restores a like-new look to leather upholstery. For production detailers or anyone looking for a good value, this is the perfect leather cleaner.

**PRO TIPS**

- Use a dedicated Meguiar’s® Microfiber Wash Mitt to apply D180 to your leather. Use one side to apply and the other side to wipe clean.
- D181 is ready to use on stubborn dirty leather. If you need more cleaning ability for protein stains, add 6oz of D116 to 26oz of D181 in a dedicated bottle.
- Keep the Microfiber Wash Mitt in a dedicated container and it will be ready to use the next time.
DRESSINGS

Meguiar’s® Detailer Plastic & Vinyl Coating
Meguiar’s® Detailer All Season Dressing
Meguiar’s® Detailer Silicone-Free Dressing

D4510 Plastic & Vinyl Coating
Ideal for exterior & interior use
Restores & protects
Fast drying, instant shine
Easy residue wipe-off from glass & paint

METHOD: Spray & Wipe
DILUTION: RTU

SIZES: 10 oz.
SKUS: D4510

D161 Silicone-Free Dressing
Even, high gloss shine
Ideal for any silicone sensitive environment
Exterior Dressing

METHOD: Spray & Dry, or Spray & Wipe
DILUTION: RTU

SIZES: 5 gallon, 1 gallon, Secondary Bottle
SKUS: D16105, D16101, D20161

D160 All Season Dressing
High gloss, weather resistant shine
Instant results
Wet look and lasting performance
Exterior dressing

METHOD: Spray & Dry, or Spray & Wipe
DILUTION: RTU

SIZES: 55 gallon, 5 gallon, 1 gallon, Secondary Bottle
SKUS: D16055, D16005, D16001, D20160

D170 Hyper Dressing
Highest shine possible inside or out
Dilutes up to 4:1 for variable shine
Water-based formula
Formula works with Metering System

METHOD: Spray & Wipe
DILUTION: RTU, 1:1 Medium gloss, 2:1 Satin, 3:1 Low gloss, 4:1 Natural shine

SIZES: 5 gallon, 1 gallon, Secondary Bottle, RTU Bottle
SKUS: D17005, D17001, D20170, DRTU17032

D171 Water Based Dressing
High gloss spray or wipe on application
Restores and protects vinyl, leather, & rubber surfaces
Dilute 1:1 for natural low gloss look

METHOD: Spray & Wipe
DILUTION: RTU (High Gloss)
1:1 (Natural Shine)

SIZES: 55 gallon, 5 gallon, Secondary Bottle
SKUS: D17155, D17105, D20171

M40 Vinyl & Rubber Cleaner/Conditioner
A complex formula that cleans, penetrates and rejuvenates vinyl and rubber surfaces
Durable protection that screens out damaging ultraviolet rays
Restores life and color
Leaves a rich, natural sheen, unlike the shiny synthetic coating of simple protectants

METHOD: Spray & Wipe
DILUTION: RTU

SIZES: 5 gallon, 1 gallon, 16 oz.
SKUS: M4005, M4001, M4016

D1600 Hyper Dressing

D1700 Hyper Dressing

M4000 Hyper Dressing

D3450 Hyper Dressing

D2010 Hyper Dressing

D1000 Hyper Dressing
COMPOUNDS

Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Pro Speed Compound
Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Ultra Cut Compound™
Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Ultra Pro Speed Compound
Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Diamond Cut Compound™ 2.0

M100 Pro Speed Compound
Fast cutting compound with advanced technology
Quick removal of 1200 grit and finer sanding marks for easier polishing
Removes deep scratches, acid rain or severe swirls/holograms
Works great on fresh & cured paints

METHOD: Rotary
DILUTION: RTU
SIZES: 1 gallon, 32 oz., Secondary Label
SKUS: M10001, M10032, VSLM100

M110 Ultra Pro Speed Compound
The next evolution of heavy-cutting high-gloss compounds
Quickly removes 1200 grit or finer sanding marks
Easy wipe-off, virtually zero dust or sling with rotary or DA
Show car results when paired with Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Ultra Pro Finishing Polish

METHOD: Rotary, DA
DILUTION: RTU
SIZES: 1 gallon, 32 oz., 8 oz., Secondary Label
SKUS: M11001, M11032, M11050B, VSLM105

M101 Foam Cut Compound
Ultra-fast & reliable sanding mark removal
High-gloss finish
Specially formulated for ultimate foam pad performance

METHOD: Hand, DA
Polisher, Rotary
DILUTION: RTU
SIZES: 32 oz.
SKUS: M10132

M01 Medium Cut Cleaner
A moderately abrasive cleaner that removes medium defects, including swirls, water spots on glass and paint, and water sanding marks
Diminishing abrasives cut quickly, then reduce to a polishing rouge
Buffered abrasive action lubricates the finish to prevent scouring
Ideal for older lacquer and enamel paints

METHOD: Hand, DA
Polisher, Rotary
DILUTION: RTU
SIZES: 16 oz.
SKUS: M0116

M02 Fine Cut Cleaner
A mildly abrasive cleaner that removes fine surface defects including light oxidation, stains, scratches, swirls and fresh water spots
Diminishing abrasives cut quickly, then reduce to a polishing rouge
Buffered abrasive action lubricates the finish to prevent scouring
Ideal for older lacquer and enamel paints

METHOD: Hand, DA
Polisher, Rotary
DILUTION: RTU
SIZES: 16 oz.
SKUS: M0216

M04 Heavy Cut Cleaner
Removes heavy swirls, scratches, severe oxidation, alkaline and acid rain etching
Diminishing abrasives cut quickly, then reduce to a polishing rouge
Buffered abrasive action lubricates the finish to prevent scouring
Ideal for older lacquer and enamel paints

METHOD: Rotary
DILUTION: RTU
SIZES: 16
SKUS: M0416

Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Foam Cut Compound
Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Medium Cut Cleaner
Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Fine Cut Cleaner
Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Heavy Cut Cleaner

M105 Ultra Cut Compound
Exclusive, super micro abrasive technology
Ultra-fast cutting removes 1200 grit or finer sanding marks
Super micro abrasives leave best in class finish
Also great for removing scratches, defects, acid rain and severe swirls/holograms

METHOD: Hand, DA
Polisher, Rotary
DILUTION: RTU
SIZES: 1 gallon, 32 oz., Secondary Label
SKUS: M10501, M10532, M10508

M85 Diamond Cut Compound 2.0
The answer for high solids paint; cuts fast with minimal swirls
Successfully tested in high solids production shops
Low-dusting, low splatter formula cleans up with ease

METHOD: Rotary
DILUTION: RTU
SIZES: 1 gallon, 32 oz., Secondary Label
SKUS: M8501, M8532

BODY SHOP
SAFE

meguiars.com 1(800) 347-5700
Swirls, scratches, oxidation, and water spots not only make a car look bad but also diminish the amount of gloss, shine, and depth. These below surface defects can range the full spectrum anywhere from light to severe. To try to help guide pro detailers and enthusiasts to the right products for their specific needs, we came up with the aggressiveness scale located on the left-hand side of the front of each of our Professional Mirror Glaze™ products. We have a wide selection of compounds ranging from 1-12 in aggression so you can tailor the product specifically to the job that you’re doing while maximizing results.

MEGUIAR’S® MIRROR GLAZE™
PRO SPEED COMPOUND

M100 Pro Speed Compound is a fast cutting body shop safe compound with advanced technology designed for Professionals. Pro Speed Compound quickly removes 1200 grit and finer sanding marks, and removes deep scratches, acid rain, and severe swirls/holograms. It can be used on fresh and cured paints and is safe in a body shop environment.

PRO TIPS

- Use M122 and MT103 to prep the surface and clay if needed.
- Wet polishing technique works best in Rotary and DA applications.
- Apply your product to the panel in a line when using a Rotary Polisher set at 1800 RPMs.
- Work overlapping passes at least 50% in a 2’x2’ area, work the product while wet until defects are removed.
- When using a DA, apply M100 directly to a DFC or DMC Pad.
- Work DA at about 4500 OPM’s in the 2’x2’ area with 50% overlapping passes with moderate pressure.
- Wipe with M122 to check your work.
PROFESSIONAL

GLOSS & REFLECTION

There’s nothing better than flawless, defect-free paint that looks so deep and glossy that you could almost dive right into it. Part of obtaining maximum gloss, shine, and reflectivity is dependent on removing above surface bonded contaminants, embedded particles, and below surface defects. However, using a polish further refines paint and takes it to the next level for that deep, wet-looking shine. M110 & M210 are a great combination of products that work together to quickly remove below surface defects while leaving paint with a deep, glossy finish that’s ready for protection.

MEGUIAR’S® MIRROR GLAZE™
ULTRA PRO SPEED COMPOUND

M110 Ultra Pro Speed Compound is the next evolution in advanced cutting compounds. Formulated with professional body shops and detailers in mind, this all-new formula delivers a quick and heavy cut and high gloss depth of shine at the same time.

MEGUIAR’S® MIRROR GLAZE™
ULTRA PRO FINISHING POLISH

M210 Ultra Pro Finishing Polish is the next evolution in cleaner polishes that delivers amazing results, even on sensitive paints. Formulated with professional body shops and detailers in mind, this all-new formula quickly removes light paint defects like DA haze and Rotary swirls, finishing flawlessly without DA haze, swirls or holograms.

MEGUIAR’S® MIRROR GLAZE™
PRO TIPS

• Use M122 and MT103 to prep the surface and clay if needed.
• Prime your pad with a mist of M34 or D155 to avoid hot spots for rotary use.
• Apply your product directly to the panel when using Rotary set at 1500 to 1800 RPM’s.
• Work rotary with flat moderate pressure with 50% overlapping passes.
• Apply product to the Pad when using a DA.
• Work DA set at 4500 to 5000 OPM’s to compound with moderate pressure and 5000 to 5500 OPM’s to polish with light pressure.
• If possible, blow the pad out with compressed air.

M11001 M11032 M21001 M21032
M205 Ultra Finishing Polish
Advanced technology formula provides a deep-gloss and rich, swirl free results
Permanently removes swirls & light defects from all paints
Produces deep reflections & high gloss
Smooth buffing feel and fast wipe-off

METHOD: Hand, DA Polisher, Rotary
DILUTION: RTU

M38 Dual Action Cleaner/Polish
Removes light to medium contamination
Combines the perfect amount of abrasive cleaner and pure, rich polish to produce a customer pleasing deep gloss shine
Buffered abrasive cleaning removes defects without marring the finish
Safe on all paint finishes

METHOD: Hand, DA Polisher, Rotary
DILUTION: RTU

M09 Swirl Remover 2.0
A deep gloss cleaner/polish
Removes fine scratches and swirl marks while providing a dark, dramatic shine
Formulated to reduce splatter and make application and wipe-down easier

METHOD: Hand, DA Polisher, Rotary
DILUTION: RTU

M07 Show Car Glaze
Outshines all other hand applied polishes, glazes, waxes and sealants
Restores a dazzling, deep, wet shine
Does not dry white
Safe and effective on all paint finishes

METHOD: Hand, DA Polisher, Rotary
DILUTION: RTU

M210 Ultra Pro Finishing Polish
Creates deep, glossy finish even on dark & sensitive paints
Finishes down without haze, swirls or holograms
Easy wipe-off, virtually zero dust or sling with Rotary or DA
Follow Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Ultra Pro Speed Compound for optimal results

METHOD: Rotary, DA
DILUTION: RTU

M82 Swirl Free Polish
Formulated for fresh paint
High performance polish eliminates swirl marks fast
Specially blended polish with cleaning power removes fine scratches
Smooth, fast application and easy wipe-off
Restores a glinting “new paint” shine

METHOD: Hand, DA Polisher, Rotary
DILUTION: RTU

M03 Machine Glaze
Outshines all other machine applied polishes, glazes, waxes and sealants
Penetrating nutrients revitalize all paint finishes
Buffing residue wipes off easily
Restores original brilliance and clarity
Safe and effective on fiberglass, plastic and paint

METHOD: Hand, DA Polisher, Rotary
DILUTION: RTU
To get the job done right and in a reasonable timeframe, you must have a variety of premium, professional tools on hand that are ready to deliver results. Meguiar’s® MT300 will equip any professional detailer or enthusiast with the ability to remove a wide range of below surface defects without the aggression of a rotary buffer. It’s also the perfect way to save time by applying polishes, waxes, and sealants. Designed by professionals, for professionals and detail enthusiasts, the MT300 delivers the features that professionals demand. From the lightweight, ergonomic form, to the billet counter weight with multi-bearing design, to Meguiar’s Digital Torque Management seed controller, the MT300 is destined to be the workhorse polisher in shops around America. When used with our Soft Buff Foam Discs or our DA Microfiber System, start achieving the results that you expect & need!

**PRO FEATURES**

- Multi position, removable D handle improves comfort and control for all skill levels.
- Ergonomic design - perfect combo of form & function.
- Soft start provides easy control upon start up.
- Digital Torque Management electronically adjusts torque to maintain loaded speed level.
- Billet counter weight with multibearing design.
- Universal throw (5/16” / 8mm) is great for compounding, polishing, and waxing.
PROFESSIONAL DEFECT INSPECTION

Meguiar’s® Sunlight 3+ is the perfect tool for anyone looking to inspect their paint for a myriad of defects. This simple-to-use light redefines what is possible from a single light, allowing users to identify pre-existing defects, check their paint correction work, verify paint match, or even to inspect after applying a coating for the presence of high spots. The co-branded Meguiar’s® & Scangrip® inspection light features exclusive, separate stepless dimmer switches for both light output and color temperature. Additionally, a convenient memory function allows for instant on/off without searching for settings. All of this comes in a rugged, durable aluminum alloy casing that’s designed to both perform and last. The MT103 Sunlight 3+ is a must-have tool for anyone detailing on a regular basis.

PRO FEATURES

- Robust cast-aluminum frame for rugged durability.
- Linear Kelvins adjustability between 2500K and 6500K.
- Linear Lumens adjustability between 50lm and 500lm.
- Unique on/off setting memory feature.
- Rear LED displays indicate output settings.
- Adjustable magnetic base.
D166 Ultra Polishing Wax
Save time and money rapidly removing defects and protecting paint in one step
Super Micro Abrasive Technology polishing agents provide uniform, fast cutting
Removes swirls, light to moderate oxidation, blemishes, light scratches and water spots
Durable blend of synthetic polymers, silicones and carnauba wax

METHOD: Rotary, DA
DILUTION: RTU
SIZES: 1 gallon, 16 oz.
SKUS: D16601, D16616

M66 Quik Detailer™
A one-step cleaner/wax, specially formulated for high-production reconditioning
Quickly and effectively removes oxidation and blemishes
Restores deep gloss and provides a durable wax finish

METHOD: Hand, DA Polisher, Rotary
DILUTION: RTU
SIZES: 1 gallon, Secondary Label
SKUS: M6601, VSLM66

M06 Cleaner Wax
One-step application cleans, polishes and protects
Apply by hand or machine
Removes light oxidation
Creates a long lasting, high gloss finish

METHOD: Hand, DA Polisher, Rotary
DILUTION: RTU
SIZES: 64 oz., 16 oz., Secondary Label
SKUS: M0664, M0616, VSLM66
PROFESSIONAL
ONE STEP CLEANER WAXES

When detailing, it’s essential to have a variety of options on hand depending on what the paint needs, how much time you want to put into it, and ultimately what you or your customer wants in the end. Sometimes you need to do a multi-step system and then there are other times when doing multiple steps isn’t necessary. One-step cleaner waxes are the perfect option when you want to clean and remove light paint defects, enhance the depth of gloss and shine, and get wax protection back on the paint all with ease and convenience of one product.

MEGUIAR’S® DETAILER ULTRA POLISHING WAX

Have you ever had the need for an effective one step to save on time but didn’t want to sacrifice the ability to properly remove paint defects? With D166 Ultra Polishing Wax you can get considerable defect removal and durable protection in one easy step. Formulated with advanced SMAT (Super-Micro Abrasive Technology) to provide a cut that’s quick and consistent removing a variety of below surface defects including swirls, light to moderate oxidation, light scratches, water spots, stains, and more.

PRO TIPS

- For DA Use on heavy defects, use a DMC Cutting Disc at 4500 OPM’s with light to moderate pressure – look for pad rotation for best results.
- Use a DA with a DFP Polishing Disc at about 5000 OPM’s with light pressure to work D166 into the surface for a higher gloss – look for pad rotation for best results.
- Do not over apply product to disc.
- Clean your pad frequently.
- Use a Meguiar’s Detailer Spray and a high quality Microfiber to check progress and avoid micro marring.

D16601  D16632
Automotive paint is constantly bombarded by a variety of elements in the environment. Meguiar’s waxes, sealants and coatings are a perfect way to keep it protected and looking its best. Traditional carnauba-based waxes offer a good depth of shine and protection. Sealants provide an improved shine while delivering increased fully synthetic protection. Lastly, coatings are the newest advancement in paint protection and offer even longer lasting protection, increased durability, and a high water beading quality that makes maintaining the paint even easier.

**MEGUIAR’S® PRO HYBRID CERAMIC SEALANT**

M27 Pro Hybrid Ceramic Sealant is an advanced formulation uniquely tailored to deliver a professional strength liquid sealant that offers the best Hybrid Ceramic technology available. With a true SiO2 foundation, this ceramic hybrid sealant is formulated to deliver outstanding durability in an extremely easy to use format. It can be applied by hand or by dual action polisher like a sealant, but it allows for longer curing time before wiping off so it can be applied to the entire vehicle before removing. This all-new formula was engineered from the ground up, delivering a brilliant gloss and slickness and can be applied as an extremely durable stand-alone sealant or applied over another wax, sealant or Paint Protection Film for additional protection. Not only is it very easy to use and wipe off, but it’s also safe on plastic trim & decals without leaving behind any stains or white residue.

**MEGUIAR’S® HYBRID PAINT COATING**

G210300 Hybrid Paint Coating is a feat of modern chemistry, blending the best attributes of traditional ceramic paint coatings with the advantages of our proprietary Hybrid Polysiloxane chemistry. The result? Our most chemically resistant and durable paint protection formula to date, that’s incredibly simple to apply! This professional-level paint protectant provides over a year of durable paint protection* that outlasts conventional waxes and sealants. TrueCure cross-linking technology delivers chemical resistance, long-term durability and leaves paint slick with hydrophobic water-beading action. In the end, you get professional-level protection with extreme durability giving you the benefits of a ceramic coating without the high cost. *Up to 1 Year+ Paint Protection based on water contact angle lab testing and predictive modeling.
WAXES, SEALANTS, & COATINGS

Meguiar’s® Pro Hybrid Ceramic Sealant
Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Synthetic Sealant 2.0
Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Hi-Tech Yellow Wax

Meguiar’s® Hybrid Paint Coating
Meguiar’s® Hybrid Ceramic Liquid Wax
Meguiar’s® Ultimate Liquid Wax

M27 Pro Hybrid Ceramic Sealant
Hybrid Ceramic SiO₂ sealant provides our most durable professional sealant to date
Incredible gloss, slickness & beading on paint & Paint Protection Film
Won’t stain trim or decals
Can be used in sun and very easy to wipe off

METHOD: Hand, DA
DILUTION: RTU

SIZES: 1 gallon, 16 oz.
SKUS: M2701, M2716, VSLM27

M26 Hi-Tech Yellow Wax
Premium yellow Carnauba wax blended with silicones, polymers and other waxes
Adds richness and depth of color
Provides ultimate high gloss protection to any previously cleaned and polished paint finish
Available in liquid or paste

METHOD: Hand, DA
Polisher, Rotary
DILUTION: RTU

SIZES: 1 gallon, 16 oz., 11 oz., Secondary Label
SKUS: M2601, M2616, M2611, VSLM26

G200416 Hybrid Ceramic Liquid Wax
Contains the latest advanced Hybrid SiO₂ technology
Seals paint for long-lasting protection against the elements
Delivers an extreme water beading action
Applies like a traditional liquid wax & is easy to use
Non-whitening on non-painted trim and rubber gaskets

METHOD: Hand, DA
DILUTION: RTU

SIZES: 16 oz.
SKUS: G200416

G210300 Hybrid Paint Coating
Create deep, glossy finish even on dark & sensitive paints
Finishes down without haze, swirls or holograms
Easy wipe-off, virtually zero dust or sling with Rotary or DA

METHOD: Hand, DA
Polisher, Rotary
DILUTION: RTU

SIZES: 64 oz., 16 oz., Secondary Label
SKUS: M2164, M2116, VSLM21

G210516 Ultimate Liquid Wax
Durable protection, deep reflections, super slick finish, & incredible gloss
Easy spread on and wipe off application, even in full sun
Advanced pure synthetic formula delivers a long-lasting protective barrier on paint
Hydrophobic Polymer Technology increases surface tension for relentless water beading
Clear coat safe

METHOD: Hand, DA
Polisher, Rotary
DILUTION: RTU

KIT INCLUDES: 16 oz. Liquid Wax, Applicator Pad & Towel
SKUS: G210516

1(800) 347-5700 meguiars.com
SURFACE PREP & MAINTENANCE

Meguiar’s® Surface Prep
Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Detailing Clay
Meguiar’s® Pro Hybrid Ceramic Bead Booster
Meguiar’s® Detailer Last Touch Spray Detailer

SIZES: 1 gallon, Secondary Bottle
SKUS: M12201, M20122

METHOD: Spray & Wipe
DILUTION: RTU

M122 Surface Prep
Spray & wipe to prepare surface for paint correction, touch-up paint, or coatings
Reveals true paint condition for defect inspection during paint correction
Quickly remove dust, polishing oils & compound residue for maximum bonding
Body shop safe formula and won’t swell or stain paint
Ready-to-use and cost-effective inspection spray

SIZES: 1 gallon, 22 oz., Secondary Label
SKUS: M79901, M79932, VSLM799

METHOD: Spray & Wipe
DILUTION: RTU, 1:3 for Drying Aid, Clay Lube and Detailer

M799 Pro Hybrid Ceramic Bead Booster
Hybrid Ceramic SiO2, spray sealant restores gloss, slickness & beading to coatings
Versatile and dilutable formula works as a spray sealant, boosted detailer & clay lube
Durable beading protection on Paint Protection Film, paint & coatings
Convenient mist and wipe can even be used in full sun

SIZES: 5 gallon, 1 gallon, Secondary Bottle, RTU Bottle
SKUS: D15505, D15501, D20155, RTU15532

METHOD: Spray & Rinse
DILUTION: RTU, 1:1

D155 Last Touch Spray Detailer
For final touch-up before delivery
Removes dust, smudges, fingerprints, contaminants
Enhances gloss and protection
Safe for paint, plastic, chrome, and vinyl
Excellent clay lubricant when diluted 1:1

SIZES: 1 gallon, Secondary Bottle
SKUS: D15601, D20156

METHOD: Spray & Wipe
DILUTION: RTU

D156 Synthetic X-Press Spray Wax
Easy mist on…wipe-off durable protection
Create deep dark wet-look shine
Can be applied in direct sunlight
Dries clear on plastic trim
Fast wet or dry car application

SIZES: 1 gallon, 16 oz.
SKUS: M3401, M3416

METHOD: Spray & Wipe
DILUTION: RTU

M34 Final Inspection
Fast, mist-on, wipe-off for a “Show Car Shine”
Use to evaluate paint repairs or to look for surface defects
Ideal for use before customer delivery
Spray and wipe for quick clean-up of compound polish and residue
Excellent clay lubricant

SIZES: 1 gallon, 200 gram Clay Bar per container
METHOD: Hand
DILUTION: RTU

SKUS: C2000, C2100

C2000 Detailing Clay – Mild
C2100 Detailing Clay – Aggressive
Quickly removes all bonded contaminants
Restores smooth as glass finish
100% non-abrasive - safe on all types of paint surfaces

SIZES: 1 gallon, Secondary Bottle
SKUS: M3401, M3416

METHOD: Spray & Wipe
DILUTION: RTU

G190526 Hybrid Ceramic Wax
Ceramic Made Easy!
Protection & durability beyond conventional wax
Simply spray on, rinse-off & dry!

SIZES: 26 oz.
SKUS: G190526

METHOD: Spray & Rinse
DILUTION: RTU

G200526 Hybrid Ceramic Detailer
Spray detailer gently removes contaminants like dust, fingerprint & bird droppings, while adding water beading protection
Contains sophisticated SiO2, Hybrid Ceramic protection
Removes light & fresh contaminants by easily spraying on, wiping off
Enhances waxes, coatings, & sealants
Gently remove fresh contaminants between regular washes before they have the chance to bond

SIZES: 26 oz.
SKUS: G200526

METHOD: Spray & Wipe
DILUTION: RTU

G200526 Hybrid Ceramic Detailer
Spray detailer gently removes contaminants like dust, fingerprint & bird droppings, while adding water beading protection
Contains sophisticated SiO2, Hybrid Ceramic protection
Removes light & fresh contaminants by easily spraying on, wiping off
Enhances waxes, coatings, & sealants
Gently remove fresh contaminants between regular washes before they have the chance to bond

SIZES: 1 gallon, 16 oz.
SKUS: M3401, M3416

METHOD: Spray & Wipe
DILUTION: RTU

G190526 Hybrid Ceramic Wax
Ceramic Made Easy!
Protection & durability beyond conventional wax
Simply spray on, rinse-off & dry!

SIZES: 26 oz.
SKUS: G190526

METHOD: Spray & Rinse
DILUTION: RTU
After washing, preparing the surface is an essential step you don't want to overlook to obtain the best possible results. Removing bonded contaminants off the paint first will thoroughly clean the surface, leave it completely smooth, and will help to ensure your wax, sealant, or coating bonds properly to maximize durability and longevity.

MEGUIAR’S® SURFACE PREP

M122 Surface Prep was specifically formulated with professional detailers in mind to equip them with a pro-grade inspection spray that delivers maximum performance yet is still cost-effective. It functions as a safe-yet-effective pre-paint correction step to remove contaminants that otherwise may clog your pads, an inspection spray during paint correction and as a final surface prep before applying a coating. M122 also acts as a lubricating agent that will quickly & safely remove all compound and polishing residue and oils - revealing the true surface condition. This is the ideal product to use to safely strip the surface and leave the finish completely bare, so you can obtain maximum adhesion for ceramic coatings or touch-up paint.

PRO TIPS

- Apply to the surface a let dwell for two minutes, then wipe with a Microfiber.
- Use M122 to check for paint correction opportunities and remove polishing residue prior to applying protection to the surface.
- M122 can be used on paint and trim that you want to clean dressing or dried on compound from.
- Use of M122 in place of isopropyl alcohol while detailing will not swell paint.
- Use before applying coatings and prior to doing any coating touch up.
HEADLIGHTS & CLEAR PLASTIC

M17 Clear Plastic Cleaner
- Unique, non-abrasive formula
- Prepares surface for Clear Plastic Polish

METHOD: Hand, DA
DILUTION: RTU

SIZES: 8 oz.
SKUS: M1708

Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Clear Plastic Cleaner

Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Clear Plastic Polish

Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Clear Plastic Detailer

Meguiar’s® Keep Clear Headlight Coating

- Maintains clarity on restored headlights
- Provides durable UV protection
- Helps keep new headlights looking like-new
- Proprietary coating that provides headlight clarity for up to a year
- Easy aerosol spray application

METHOD:
DILUTION:

SIZES:
SKUS:

M18 Clear Plastic Detailer
- Quick spray and wipe care for all types of clear plastics from CDs to convertible windows
- Non-abrasive formula removes smudges and residue without scratching
- Restores and maintains optical clarity
- Anti-static/non-hazing

METHOD: Spray & Wipe
DILUTION: RTU

SIZES: 8 oz.
SKUS: M1808

Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Clear Plastic Detailer

G1780 Keep Clear Headlight Coating
- Maintains clarity on restored headlights
- Provides durable UV protection
- Helps keep new headlights looking like-new
- Proprietary coating that provides headlight clarity for up to a year
- Easy aerosol spray application

METHOD:
DILUTION:

SIZES: 8 oz.
SKUS: M1708

Meguiar’s® Keep Clear Headlight Coating

G17804 Keep Clear Headlight Coating

- Provides a static-free coating that repels dust
- Safe and effective on both acrylic and polycarbonate surfaces
- Ideal for cars, motorcycles, RV’s, boats, and aircraft

METHOD:
DILUTION:

SIZES:
SKUS:

Meguiar’s® Clear Plastic Cleaner

Meguiar’s® Clear Plastic Polish

Meguiar’s® Clear Plastic Detailer

Meguiar’s® Two Step Headlight Restoration Kit

- Quickly and easily restores clarity to oxidized and yellowed headlights
- Revolutionary coating protects against yellowing and re-oxidation for 12 months
- No drill required—simply clean & coat
- Enhances visibility & safety for night driving
- Delivers crystal clear finish without sanding

METHOD:
DILUTION:

KIT INCLUDES: 4 oz. Cleaning Solution, 2.5 oz. Headlight Coating, 2 Cleaning Pads
SKUS: G2970

Meguiar’s® Two Step Headlight Restoration Kit

Meguiar’s® Heavy Duty Headlight Restoration Kit

- Provides professional results on oxidized, yellowed and hazy headlights
- Revolutionary coating protects against yellowing and re-oxidation for 12 months
- Drill powered polishing combined with sanding for outstanding results
- Enhances visibility & safety for night driving
- Delivers crystal clear finish to heavily oxidized and cloudy headlights

METHOD:
DILUTION:

KIT INCLUDES: 4 oz. PlastX™, 2.5 oz. Headlight Coating, Wool Pad, 2 Finishing Discs, Sanding/Pad, Foam Applicator Pad
SKUS: G2980

Meguiar’s® Heavy Duty Headlight Restoration Kit

Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Clear Plastic Cleaner

Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Clear Plastic Polish

Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Clear Plastic Detailer

Meguiar’s® Keep Clear Headlight Coating

Meguiar’s® Two Step Headlight Restoration Kit

Meguiar’s® Heavy Duty Headlight Restoration Kit
Uncoated clear plastic surfaces like headlights, taillights, and plastic convertible top windows start to become yellow, cloudy, and hazy with time and exposure to the elements. In order to obtain and maintain optical clarity on clear plastic, you need specialized products that will quickly remove defects, improve clarity, and do so without causing further harm to the surface.

MEGUIAR'S® HEAVY DUTY HEADLIGHT RESTORATION KIT

G2980 Heavy Duty Headlight Restoration Kit is the easy way to obtain professional results restoring clarity to uncoated clear plastics with a standard corded drill. This inclusive kit comes with everything needed to safely and effectively remove heavy oxidation, cloudiness, and yellowing while delivering crystal clear results. Eliminate defects with included sanding discs. Then polish up clarity with Meguiar’s® PlastX Clear Plastic Cleaner & Polish and Meguiar’s® Easy-Buff Wool Pad attachment using a standard corded drill. Follow with Meguiar’s® Headlight Coating to preserve brilliant clarity and protect from re-oxidation for up to a year.

MEGUIAR’S CLEAR PLASTIC CARE

M17 MEGUIAR'S® Mirror Glaze™ Clear Plastic Cleaner is a specialized non-abrasive formula that removes light defects in uncoated clear plastic surfaces without further inducing swirls and scratches. It also quickly works to clean and prepare clear plastics for M10 Clear Plastic Polish.

M10 MEGUIAR'S® Mirror Glaze™ Clear Plastic Polish is the perfect solution for further improving brilliant optical clarity on clear plastic surfaces after removing defects with M17. M10 safely boosts clarity while providing a static-free coating that helps to repel dust on uncoated acrylic and polycarbonate surfaces.

M18 MEGUIAR'S® Mirror Glaze™ Clear Plastic Detailer specifically formulated to help quickly and safely maintain uncoated clear plastics. This non-abrasive formula removes fresh and light contaminants, dust, smudges, and residue without scratching. M18 contains anti-static and non-hazing properties while helping to restore and maintain maximum optical clarity.
Meguiar’s introduced the DA Microfiber Correction System to provide professional detailers and enthusiasts with a streamlined paint correction process that allows you to remove swirls, scratches, and other blemishes and then apply glossy protection, all with the use of a dual-action polisher. When it comes to paint correction, this unique system bridges the gap for defect removal between a rotary buffer and a dual-action polisher, enabling it to remove more paint defects than what a traditional DA could accomplish.

With the use of the Meguiar’s® Detailer DA Microfiber Correction Compound, Meguiar’s® Detailer DA Microfiber Finishing Wax, and specialized microfiber discs, this system takes the DA polisher and steps it up several levels for quicker and more effective defect removal. It’s also an excellent alternative to using a rotary buffer since the DA creates less friction, making it a safer option on painted surfaces.

DMCKIT5 DA Microfiber Correction System 5” Starter Kit simplifies correction in two easy steps. Removes swirls, scratches and other defects then lay down a coating of glossy protection. It corrects paint without creating swirls. Kit includes 16 ounce DA Microfiber Correction Compound, 16 ounce DA Microfiber Finishing Wax and a FREE Meguiar’s® Apron. Meguiar’s® DA Microfiber Correction System 5” Starter Kit is made to be used with a dual action polisher, like Meguiar’s® MT300 Dual Action Polisher.

DMCKIT5 INCLUDES:
• (2) 5” DA Microfiber Cutting Discs
• (2) 5” DA Microfiber Finishing Discs
• 5” DA Backing Plate
• 16 oz D300 DA Microfiber Correction Compound
• 16 oz D301 DA Microfiber Finishing Wax
• Meguiar’s Shop Apron
• TOOL NOT INCLUDED
DA MICROFIBER DISCS

Meguiar's® Detailer DA Microfiber Xtra Cut Discs
Meguiar's® Detailer DA Microfiber Cutting Discs
Meguiar's® Detailer DA Microfiber Finishing Discs
Meguiar's® Detailer DA Microfiber Correction System

DMF DA Microfiber Finishing Discs
Engineered foam interface for controlled conformability and optimal finishing
Optimized for use with Meguiar's® Detailer DA Microfiber Finishing Wax
Best on flat surfaces

DMC DA Microfiber Cutting Discs
Engineered foam interface for optimal cutting efficiency, and controlled conformability
Optimized for use with DA Microfiber Correction Compound & Meguiar's® Detailer Ultra Finishing Wax
Best for flat surfaces

DMX DA Microfiber Xtra Cut Disc
For moderate to severe defect removal
Engineered for increased cutting efficiency
Optimized for use with Meguiar's® Detailer DA Microfiber Correction Compound

DMACKIT5 DA Microfiber Correction System — 5"
Safe and simple, user-friendly system will remove moderate defects without producing swirls and restore your vehicle's smooth gloss in just two easy steps.
DA Microfiber Cutting Disc and DA Microfiber Finishing Disc together provide exceptional polishing power and finishes perfectly delivering amazing results quickly.
DA Microfiber Correction System Starter Kit makes it simple and convenient. Includes everything you need to get started for removing defects and adding glossy protection.
DA Microfiber Correction Compound and DA Microfiber Finishing Wax formulated to produce minimal dusting and no slinging for less mess and clean up
Includes free Meguiar's® Apron

DMACKIT5 INCLUDES:
- (2) 5” DA Microfiber Cutting Discs
- (2) 5” DA Microfiber Finishing Discs
- 5” DA Backing Plate
- 16 oz. D300 DA Microfiber Correction Compound
- 16 oz. D301 DA Microfiber Finishing Wax
- Meguiar's® Shop Apron

DMF6 2 PACK 6" DISC
DMF6B 12 PACK BULK 6" DISC
DMF5 2 PACK 5" DISC
DMF5B 12 PACK BULK 5" DISC
DMF3 2 PACK 3" DISC
DMF3B 12 PACK BULK 3" DISC
DMCS 2 PACK 5" DISC
DMCSB 12 PACK BULK 5" DISC
DMX6 2 PACK 6" DISC
DMX6B 12 PACK BULK 6" DISC
DMF3 2 PACK 3" DISC
DMF3B 12 PACK BULK 3" DISC
DMCS 2 PACK 5" DISC
DMCSB 12 PACK BULK 5" DISC
DMX6 2 PACK 6" DISC
DMX6B 12 PACK BULK 6" DISC
DA FOAM DISCS & POWER PADS

Meguiar’s® Soft Buff Foam Cutting Discs
Meguiar’s® Soft Buff Foam Polishing Discs
Meguiar’s® Soft Buff Foam Finishing Discs
Meguiar’s® DA Power Pads - Compounding
Meguiar’s® DA Power Pads - Polishing
Meguiar’s® DA Power Pads - Waxing

DFC Soft Buff DA Foam Cutting Discs (1 Each Per Pack)
Foam pads with improved technology cut through moderate surface defects without creating further swirls
Innovative low profile pads deliver optimized performance
Advanced cutting and finishing results from increased disc and tool efficiency
Ideal when used with MT300 Professional Dual Action Polisher

DFF Soft Buff DA Foam Finishing Discs (1 Each Per Pack)
Improved foam technology eliminates minor surface defects while restoring a luxurious high gloss finish with no swirls
Low profile for optimized performance
Advanced finishing results from increased disc and tool efficiency
Ideal when used with Meguiar’s MT300 Professional Dual Action Polisher

DFP Soft Buff DA Foam Polishing Discs (1 Each Per Pack)
Improved foam technology cuts through moderate surface defects with no swirls
Low profile for optimized performance
Advanced finishing results from increased disc and tool efficiency
Ideal when used with Meguiar’s MT300 Professional Dual Action Polisher

G3507 DA Power Pads - Compounding (2 Each Per Pack)
Compound Power Pads increase the amount of defect removal
4” pad moves quickly in open space, yet small enough to reach tight spots
Unique foam technology cuts through surface defects

G3508 DA Power Pads - Polishing (2 Each Per Pack)
Guarantees a perfect even application and mild defect removal
4” pad moves quickly in open space, yet small enough to reach tight spots
Smooth foam technology provides a smooth buffing experience

G3509 DA Power Pads - Waxing (2 Each Per Pack)
Guarantees a perfect even application and mild defect removal
4” pad moves quickly in open space, yet small enough to reach tight spots
Waxing power pad lays a perfect, even application for maximum reflectivity
WRWHC7 Soft Buff Rotary Wool Cutting Pad (1 Each Per Pack)
1” twisted wool fibers for faster cutting
Effective removal of sanding marks & defects
For use with rotary polisher WRBP or WRSBP backing plate
Flat pad design expands cutting area to reduce buffing time

METHOD: Rotary
SIZE: 7”
SKU: WRWHC7

WRFF7 Soft Buff Rotary Foam Finishing Pad (1 Each Per Pack)
Improved foam technology eliminates minor surface defects while restoring a luxurious high gloss finish
7” pad size reduces chatter resulting in smooth, easy buffing
Recessed backing for easy centering
For use with rotary polisher and WRBP or WRSBP backing plate

METHOD: Rotary
SIZE: 7”
SKU: WRFF7

WRWC8 Soft Buff Rotary Wool Cutting Pad (1 Each Per Pack)
100% natural wool, 1.25”, 4-ply twisted fibers for faster cutting
Effective removal of sanding marks & severe defects
Quick change hook & loop attachment system
For use with rotary buffer and WRBP or WRSBP backing plates

METHOD: Rotary
SIZE: 8”
SKU: WRWC8

WRFP7 Soft Buff Rotary Foam Polishing Pad (1 Each Per Pack)
Eliminates minor surface defects while restoring gloss
7” pad size reduces chatter resulting in smooth, easy buffing
Recessed backing for easy centering
For use with rotary polisher and WRBP or WRSBP backing plate

METHOD: Rotary
SIZE: 7”
SKU: WRFP7

WRFC7 Soft Buff Rotary Foam Cutting Pad (1 Each Per Pack)
Improved foam technology cuts through moderate surface defects with less swirls
Reduced operating temperature
7” pad size reduces chatter, resulting in smooth, easy buffing
Recessed backing for easy centering
For use with rotary polisher and WRBP or WRSBP backing plate

METHOD: Rotary
SIZE: 7”
SKU: WRFC7
WRBP Soft Buff Rotary Backing Plate

- Designed for 7" & 8" Soft Buff rotary pads
- Effectively contours to curves and body lines
- Distributes pressure for smoother buffing
- More forgiving, less swirls
- Long lasting, one-piece molded construction
- Fits all rotary polishers with 5/8" diameter shaft
Unigrit Finishing Paper
Uniform grit particles leave a smooth, even sanding pattern that buffs out in seconds
Eliminates the risk of deep, uneven sanding scratches
Economical to use—works faster and lasts longer
Safe for use on all paint finishes. For best results pre-soak first.
Won’t load up as quickly as conventional sanding products
Waterproof; Half sheet (5.5” x 9”), Quantity: 25 sheets per pack

METHOD: Hand

1000 Grit: $1025 1500 Grit: $1225 2000 Grit: $1525
2500 Grit: $2525 3000 Grit: $3025

E7200 Hi-Tech Backing Pad
Evenly distributes hand pressure across the face of finishing paper
Closed cell construction makes it durable yet flexible
Easy to use on flat or curved surfaces
Use as a squeegee to dry surface after wet sanding
Works great as a pet hair remover
Quantity: 10 per box

METHOD: Hand

Unigrit Sanding Blocks (1 Each Per Pack)
Excellent for completely removing runs, sags and other small, isolated defects on top of any paint surface
Safe and effective for use on all paint finishes
Precise, uniform grit particles leave a smooth, even sanding pattern that’s easy to clean and polish to a flawless finish
For best results pre-soak first

METHOD: Hand (Wet)

S6F3000 Unigrit Premium Professional Finishing Discs
Refines sanding marks and removes moderate surface defects
For Use with S6FI Interface Pad
Quantity: 15 discs per box

METHOD: DA Sander

S6FI UNIGRIT Foam Interface – 1 Each Per Pack
Effectively follows contours and works closer to most edges
Ideally engineered for sanding and Unigrit Finishing Discs
Inserts between the backing plate and sanding/finishing disc
Removable hook & loop attachment

METHOD: DA Sander

Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Hi-Tech Backing Pad
Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Unigrit™ Sanding Blocks
Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Unigrit™ Finishing Papers
Meguiar’s® Unigrit™ Foam Finishing Discs
Meguiar’s® Unigrit™ Foam Interface Pad

ABRASIVES

Black Yellow Green


1(800) 347-5700 meguiars.com
MT300 Professional Dual Action Polisher
- Perfect combination of form and function
- Multi-Position D-handle improves comfort & control for all skill levels
- Soft start provides easy control when turning on machine
- Digital Torque Management ensures proper torque to maintain load speed level
- Universal throw great for compounding, polishing, and wiping painted surfaces

SKU: MT300

DMS6000 Metering System
- Metered accurate dilutions minimizes waste and reduces labor cost by eliminating manual mixing
- Locking buttons for auto fill of large containers
- 3 button selector dial dispenses up to 6 different concentrates

SKU: DMS6000

MGAPRON Shop Apron
- Meguiar’s black shop apron
- Dual pocket
- Embroidered Meguiar’s logo

Size: 22 x 11.5 x 23.5 inches
SKU: MGAPRON

X3003 Grit Guard
- Significantly reduces potential swirls & scratches
- Agitation grid removes dirt & debris from wash mitt
- Fits most 3 and 5 Gallon Buckets
- Fits the VBUCKET3.5GAL

Size: 2.5” H x 10.125” Round
SKU: X3003

Meguiar’s® MT300
- Meguiar’s® Sunlight 3+
- Meguiar’s® Professional Metering System
- Meguiar’s® Detailing Cart
- Meguiar’s® Shop Apron
- Meguiar’s® Bucket
- Meguiar’s® Grit Guard

Tools & Accessories
X2000 Microfiber Water Magnet™ Drying Towel
Absorbs up to two times the water of traditional terry towels
Waffle texture wrings out easily and leaves a spot-free finish
Greatly reduces drying time with no streaks or spots
Holds more water and requires fewer wring-outs than traditional towels

SIZE: 22” x 30”
SKU: X2000
Machine washable

X3002 Microfiber Wash Mitt
Absorbent microfiber carries more suds and water
Plush microfiber loops lift and trap dirt and grime away from the surface to prevent scratching
The ultimate wash mitt for show car perfect finishes

SIZE: 9” x 10”
SKU: X3002
Machine washable

W0004 Applicator Pads (4 Each Per Pack)
4 reusable pads in a convenient polybag
Spreads product evenly
Ideal for use on paint, wheels and tires
Very durable

SIZE: 4.5” diameter
SKU: W0004
Machine washable

X2002 Supreme Shine Microfiber Towels
The easiest and fastest way to remove polishes, waxes and spray detailers
The ultimate wipe-off towel for producing show car perfect results on paint, glass, plastic and chrome
Quantity: 3 per pack

SIZE: 16” x 25”
SKU: X2002
Machine washable

X210200 Hybrid Wash Mitt
Optimized for use with Meguiar’s® Hybrid Ceramic Wash & Wax to maximize your experience and results
Can be used with other Meguiar’s washes; Both sides offer gentle and effective cleaning when used with other car washes
Specifically engineered with two distinct sides to maximize either the washing or waxing attributes of the Hybrid Ceramic Wash & Wax
Extremely soft and plush fibers gently lift dirt and grime while adding wax protection on clear coat and single stage paint

SIZE: 9” x 10”
SKU: X210200
Machine washable

X3080 Even Coat Microfiber Applicator Pads—2 Each Per Pack
Thick microfiber pad evenly distributes pressure for consistent application
The ultimate applicator for swirl-free show car perfect finishes
Use on paint as the ideal pad for ultra fine polishing and waxing

SIZE: 5” diameter
SKU: X3080
Machine washable

X3004 Applicator Pads
(4 Each Per Pack)
4 reusable pads in a convenient polybag
Spreads product evenly
Ideal for use on paint, wheels and tires
Very durable

SIZE: 4.5” diameter
SKU: W0004
Machine washable

X2000 Microfiber Water Magnet™ Drying Towel
Absorbs up to two times the water of traditional terry towels
Waffle texture wrings out easily and leaves a spot-free finish
Greatly reduces drying time with no streaks or spots
Holds more water and requires fewer wring-outs than traditional towels

SIZE: 22” x 30”
SKU: X2000
Machine washable

X3002 Microfiber Wash Mitt
Absorbent microfiber carries more suds and water
Plush microfiber loops lift and trap dirt and grime away from the surface to prevent scratching
The ultimate wash mitt for show car perfect finishes

SIZE: 9” x 10”
SKU: X3002
Machine washable

W0004 Applicator Pads (4 Each Per Pack)
4 reusable pads in a convenient polybag
Spreads product evenly
Ideal for use on paint, wheels and tires
Very durable

SIZE: 4.5” diameter
SKU: W0004
Machine washable

X2002 Supreme Shine Microfiber Towels
The easiest and fastest way to remove polishes, waxes and spray detailers
The ultimate wipe-off towel for producing show car perfect results on paint, glass, plastic and chrome
Quantity: 3 per pack

SIZE: 16” x 25”
SKU: X2002
Machine washable

X210200 Hybrid Wash Mitt
Optimized for use with Meguiar’s® Hybrid Ceramic Wash & Wax to maximize your experience and results
Can be used with other Meguiar’s washes; Both sides offer gentle and effective cleaning when used with other car washes
Specifically engineered with two distinct sides to maximize either the washing or waxing attributes of the Hybrid Ceramic Wash & Wax
Extremely soft and plush fibers gently lift dirt and grime while adding wax protection on clear coat and single stage paint

SIZE: 9” x 10”
SKU: X210200
Machine washable

X3080 Even Coat Microfiber Applicator Pads—2 Each Per Pack
Thick microfiber pad evenly distributes pressure for consistent application
The ultimate applicator for swirl-free show car perfect finishes
Use on paint as the ideal pad for ultra fine polishing and waxing

SIZE: 5” diameter
SKU: X3080
Machine washable

X3004 Applicator Pads
(4 Each Per Pack)
4 reusable pads in a convenient polybag
Spreads product evenly
Ideal for use on paint, wheels and tires
Very durable

SIZE: 4.5” diameter
SKU: W0004
Machine washable

X2000 Microfiber Water Magnet™ Drying Towel
Absorbs up to two times the water of traditional terry towels
Waffle texture wrings out easily and leaves a spot-free finish
Greatly reduces drying time with no streaks or spots
Holds more water and requires fewer wring-outs than traditional towels

SIZE: 22” x 30”
SKU: X2000
Machine washable

X3002 Microfiber Wash Mitt
Absorbent microfiber carries more suds and water
Plush microfiber loops lift and trap dirt and grime away from the surface to prevent scratching
The ultimate wash mitt for show car perfect finishes

SIZE: 9” x 10”
SKU: X3002
Machine washable

W0004 Applicator Pads (4 Each Per Pack)
4 reusable pads in a convenient polybag
Spreads product evenly
Ideal for use on paint, wheels and tires
Very durable

SIZE: 4.5” diameter
SKU: W0004
Machine washable

X2002 Supreme Shine Microfiber Towels
The easiest and fastest way to remove polishes, waxes and spray detailers
The ultimate wipe-off towel for producing show car perfect results on paint, glass, plastic and chrome
Quantity: 3 per pack

SIZE: 16” x 25”
SKU: X2002
Machine washable

X210200 Hybrid Wash Mitt
Optimized for use with Meguiar’s® Hybrid Ceramic Wash & Wax to maximize your experience and results
Can be used with other Meguiar’s washes; Both sides offer gentle and effective cleaning when used with other car washes
Specifically engineered with two distinct sides to maximize either the washing or waxing attributes of the Hybrid Ceramic Wash & Wax
Extremely soft and plush fibers gently lift dirt and grime while adding wax protection on clear coat and single stage paint

SIZE: 9” x 10”
SKU: X210200
Machine washable

X3080 Even Coat Microfiber Applicator Pads—2 Each Per Pack
Thick microfiber pad evenly distributes pressure for consistent application
The ultimate applicator for swirl-free show car perfect finishes
Use on paint as the ideal pad for ultra fine polishing and waxing

SIZE: 5” diameter
SKU: X3080
Machine washable

X3004 Applicator Pads
(4 Each Per Pack)
4 reusable pads in a convenient polybag
Spreads product evenly
Ideal for use on paint, wheels and tires
Very durable

SIZE: 4.5” diameter
SKU: W0004
Machine washable
D20199PK12 Dispenser Bottle (12 PACK) 12 oz.
12 oz multi-purpose dispenser
Apply Meguiar's secondary labels for quick product identification
Squeeze dispensers give you the option to buy polishes or liquid waxes in bulk and dispense only what you need
These bottles are great for products that need to be used sparingly, and they are convenient to transport

SIZE: 12 oz. Bottle 12 ea. per case
SKU: D20199PK12

D9916 Dispenser Bottle (12 PACK) 16 oz.
Self cleaning pop top
Clear cap for quick product identification
Apply Meguiar's secondary labels for quick product identification
12 bottles per case

SIZE: 16 oz. bottle 12 ea. per case
SKU: D9916

D20100PK12 Spray Bottle (12 PACK) 32 oz.
Multi-purpose spray bottle
Bottle only; spray top sold separately
OSHA compliant

SIZE: 32 oz. Bottle 12 ea. per case
SKU: D20100PK12

D110516 Standard Sprayer
Economical sprayer yields a fine mist and is ideal for glass cleaner, mist and wipe products, and water based dressings

SIZE: 12 ea. per case
SKU: D110516

D21199PK12 Spray Bottle (12 PACK) 16 oz.
Multi-purpose spray bottle
Bottle only; spray top sold separately
OSHA compliant

SIZE: 16 oz. Bottle 12 ea. per case
SKU: D21199PK12

MDFAUCET Clear Faucet
Clear faucet for 5 gallon containers

SIZE: 1 ea.
SKU: MDFAUCET

D110542 Chemical Resistant Sprayer
Resistant to aggressive solvents and chemicals which typically shorten the life of a standard sprayer

SIZE: 12 ea. per case
SKU: D110542

M9911 Dispenser Bottle With Sprayer
Multi-purpose spray bottle with trigger spray

SIZE: 32 oz. Bottle 12 ea. per case
SKU: M9911
Meguiar’s® Marine/RV Cleaner/Wax
Non-abrasive formula quickly cleans, polishes, and protects all fiberglass gel coat marine or RV surfaces in one easy step
Safely and effectively removes light oxidation, haze, minor scratches and swirls
Provides durable long lasting protection against salt air, corrosion and the sun’s ultraviolet rays
Easily restores color, brilliance, and gloss to fiberglass gel coat surfaces
METHOD: Hand, DA
DILUTION: RTU
SIZES: 1 gallon, 32 oz., 16 oz.
SKUS: M5001, M5032, M5016

Meguiar’s® Marine/RV Color Restorer
Safely removes light oxidation, stains, and blemishes from fiberglass gel coat surfaces
Restores the original color of older fiberglass gel coat surfaces by effectively removing surface degradation
Unique diminishing abrasives break down and safely disappear during application leaving the surface with a brilliant look and shine
METHOD: Hand, DA
DILUTION: RTU
SIZES: 32 oz.
SKUS: MF132

Meguiar’s® Marine/RV Flagship Marine Wax
Easy to use formula offers long lasting polymer protection and incredible deep gloss to fiberglass and gel coat surfaces
Protects against UV damage and wear
Removes light oxidation, fine scratches and swirls while providing long lasting protection
Dramatically enriches color and shine while bringing out the full richness of the surface
Easy to apply and easy to wipe off
METHOD: Hand, DA
DILUTION: RTU
SIZES: 1 gallon, 32 oz., 16 oz., 11 oz. Paste Wax
SKUS: M6.301, M6.332, M6.316, M6.311

Meguiar’s® Marine/RV One Step Compound
Formula is specifically designed to both clean the gel coat surfaces and leave behind a high gloss finish in one step
Removes heavy oxidation, scratches, stains, and tough hard water spots on all fiberglass gel coat surfaces
Restores neglected surfaces while producing an amazing shine and luster
Restores the color leaving behind a rich, high gloss
METHOD: Hand, DA
DILUTION: RTU
SIZES: 1 gallon, 32 oz., 16 oz.
SKUS: M6.701, M6.732

Meguiar’s® Marine/RV Power Cut Compound
Super-fast cutting, low swirl compound
Removes sanding scratches and heavy oxidation, without scouring the finish
Safe and effective on fiberglass gel coat and painted surfaces
Will not scour the finish like conventional compounds
METHOD: Rotary
DILUTION: RTU
SIZES: 32 oz.
SKUS: MPF132

Meguiar’s® Marine/RV Oxidation Remover
Safely removes moderate oxidation, waterspots, stains, and scratches from gel coat and fiberglass surfaces
Formulated with enriched feeder oils to restore color while adding and enhancing brilliant shine and gloss
Restores the original color of older fiberglass gel coat surfaces by effectively removing surface degradation
Unique diminishing abrasives break down and safely disappear during application leaving the surface with a brilliant look and shine
METHOD: Hand, DA
DILUTION: RTU
SIZES: 1 gallon, 32 oz.
SKUS: M4901, M4916
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Secondary Bottles &amp; Labels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>VSLM26:</strong> Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Hi-Tech Yellow Wax Secondary Label</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VSLM27:</strong> Meguiar’s® Hybrid Ceramic Sealant Secondary Label</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VSLM34:</strong> Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Final Inspection Secondary Label</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VSLM40:</strong> Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Cleaner/Conditioner Secondary Label</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VSLM64:</strong> Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Quick Detailer Secondary Label</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VSLM799:</strong> Meguiar’s® Hybrid Ceramic Bead Booster Secondary Label</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VSLM83:</strong> Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Dual Action Cleaner/Polish Secondary Label</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VSLM85:</strong> Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Diamond Cut Compound 2.0 Secondary Label</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VSLM100:</strong> Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Pro Speed Compound Secondary Label</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VSLM105:</strong> Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Ultra Cut Compound Secondary Label</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VSLM110:</strong> Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Ultra Pro Speed Compound Secondary Label</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VSLM210:</strong> Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Ultra Pro Finishing Polish Secondary Label</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VSLM205:</strong> Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Ultra Finishing Polish Secondary Label</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VSLM305:</strong> Meguiar’s® Mirror Glaze™ Ultra Finishing Durable Glaze Secondary Label</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>